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Abstract 

Two new guidance laws for  short range homing titis- 
siles are developed by  invoking the Sliding Mode Con- 
trol (SMC) theory. Guidance law 1 is structured around 
the basic Proportional Navigation (PN) ,  with an addi- 
tive switching term, which is a function of the Line of 
,Sight (LOS) rate alone. A n  adaptive procedure i s  sug- 
gested to select the gain of the switching term, in  order 
to reduce chattering. This guidance law is nearly as siin- 
ple to implement as the P N  itself and does not require 
any explicit target maneuver estimation. Guidance Law 
2, based on a first order sliding surface, is designed such 
that it results in a continuous acceleration law, thereby 
wducing the chatiering problem. While ezplicitly taking 
into account the effect of aerodynamic drag ,  it requires 
the second derivatives of LOS angle and range, which 
are not directly weasured. A n  estimation scheme, again 
based on sliding mode theory, is presented to estimate 
these quantities. Sirnulation results clearly demonstrate 
the superior performance of these schemes. 

I Introduction 
Perhaps, the most widely used guidance law for short 
range homing missiles is the PN, for reasons of its inher- 
ent simplicity and ease of implementation. It is well 
known that the PN law seeks to null the LOS rate 
against nonmaneuvering targets, by making the mis- 
sile heading rate proportional to  the LOS rate. Using 
an on-board seeker, which provides the measurement of 
the LOS rate, its implementation is straight forward. 
From a practical point of view, eventhough PN performs 
reasonably well in a wide range of engagement condi- 
tions, its performance degrades sharply in the presence 
of rapidly maneuvering targets and large off-boresight 
angle launches. Moreover, the neglected aerodynamic 
drag affects the missile maneuverability and velocity, re- 
snlting in a loss of performance at  higher altitudes and 
in the rase of retreating targets. 
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Recently, H a  et a1 [l] carried out the performance 
analysis of the PN law in the presence of target ma- 
neuvers and derived conditions which lead to effective 
intercept. They show that ,  as long as the initial heading 
error is small and the navigation ratio is large enough, 
PN will always result in an intercept with finite mis- 
sile acceleration. On the other hand, using a differen- 
tial game theoretic approach, Green et al. [2] consider 
a coasting pursuer and constant speed target and de- 
rive a game optimal guidance law, in closed form. They 
propose an iterative procedure to estimate some of the 
variables specified a t  the final time. Their simulation re- 
sults depict the capture regions for various launch con- 
ditions, indicating a significant improvement over I". 
Several other variants of PN, and other guidance laws 
based on optimal control theory have been reported in 
literature [3-51, all of which claim to give performance 
improvement over the the basic PN law. A comprehen- 
sive survey of guidance laws can be found in Pastrick 
et a1 [6] and more recently, in Cloutier et a1 [7]. The 
main limitation of these variants, however, is that they 
require explicit knowledge of target acceleration, mis- 
sile velocity variation and lateral acceleration, and their 
performance is critically sensitive to the accuracy of the 
above information. 

Based on the above cursory review, the following gen- 
eral conclusions can be drawn regarding the status of 
the existing guidance laws. While 'the simple and easy 
to implement guidance law, the PN, does not perform 
equally well in all engagement conditions, the modifica- 
tions of PN and other guidance laws overcome these lim- 
itations at the cost of extra computation and increased 
complexity, from the implementation angle. Moreover, 
they suffer from sensitivities associated with respect to 
the accuracy of the additional information needed. To 
remove some of these short comings, a new class of guid- 
ance laws based on Sliding Mode Control (SMC!) theory 
are proposed in [8]. The main advantage of these guid- 
ance laws is that they are less sensitive to unmodeled 
dynamics. More importantly, they are relatively simple 
to implement and offer robustness against a wide variety 



of target maneuvers 

I1 Planar Engagement Model 

Before proceeding with the derivation of the new guid- 
ance laws, the engagement geometry (Fig. 1) which 
describes the missile-target relative kinematics is pre- 
sented. For t,he purpose of simplicity, only a two- 
dimensional engagement in the horizontal plane is con- 
sidered. The missile is assumed to  have a parabolic drag 
polar and in coasting phase, while the target is assumed 
t,o be moving with constant speed. This engagement 
model based on Reference [‘2], is represented by the fol- 
lowing equations: 

r =  

d =  

Ym = 
i , =  

Yt = 

where 

r 
ut sin(?* - H )  - U, sin(?, - 8) 

( 2 )  

missile and target velocities 
the missile and target flight path angles 
relative range 
LOS angle to  the target 
missile and target accelerations 
commanded acceleration of missile 
basic and induced drag related 
coefficients of the missile 
maximum acceleration limits of the 
missile and the target 

In general, the SMC based system design proceeds in two 
phases [9]. The first phase entails the construction of a 
switching surface, so that the system restricted to this 
surface produces the desired behavior. The next step is 
to choose a control, which will drive the system trajec- 
t,ories on to the switching surface and constrain them 
to slide along this surface, for all subsequent time. Ro- 
bustness can be achieved by choosing the desired surface 
independent of the external disturbances. 

To apply SMC theory to the guidance law design, a 
suitable form of switching surface, which represents the 
desired system dynamics, is to  be chosen. The selection 
of the switching surfac.e becomes crucial, because the 
structure of the guidance law and its robustness proper- 
t,irs are both very much dependent on it. 

I11 Guidance Law 1 
I‘lie I~asis for t h v  tirst guidance law ib  the invocation of 

the assumption that missile velocity is constant, which 
is a consequence of neglecting the aerodynamic drag in 
this horizontal plane engagement. It is derived by using 
the switching surface: 

5‘ = 8 (6) 

Nulling the LOS rate provides the motivation for this 
selection. By a suitable choice of control, if wp are able to 
achieve e I= 0, equation (6) together with the assumption 
that missile velocity vm is greater than u t ,  imply that + < 0, thus guaranteeing ~nterception. 

We next design a control law which will guarantee the 
attractivity of the surface S = 0 and also the sliding 
along S = 0. To carry out this, we construct the follow- 
ing Lyapunov function: 

(7 )  

which‘ is obviously positive definite. To guarantee the 
attractiveness of 5’ = 0, a sufficient condition is to ensure 
I.’ = , S S  .: 0, for s # 0. 

One particular choice of the control a ,  which will ensure 
V < 0, is 

1 
a ,  := [-2 i e  + Ice + w S g n ( e ) ]  (9) 

COS(Ym - 8 )  

where 
1 i f z > O  

, S g n ( x )  = 0 if x = 0 { -1 i f x < O  
w>cr+p, p , K > O .  

Substituting ( 9) in ( 8) we obtain 

e v = - [ - I C s  - wsg& + a t  cos(yt - e ) ]  

5 ! [ - I C s  - p S g r L ( e ) ]  < 0 (10) 

The  choice of a ,  given by (9) therefore, guarantees at- 
tractiveness of the switching surface S = 0. 
Selectioii of Gains I<, p : Suppose that K = -A’/+ 
and p = - K ’ p + .  Then, it can be shown that = 0 will 
be reached a t  a relative range 

With this choice of h’ and p ,  the guidance law ( 9) can 
be writtrn ~ 5 ‘  

where 11’ 2 rt - /i’pr and V = /i’ + 2 
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It is shown in [lo] that t.he additive bias term acts 
as an estimate of the target acceleration, when the sys- 
tem is in sliding mode steady state. In other words, the 
guidance law (12) behaves like the APN guidance law 
in the neighborhood of 0 = 0. This guidance law has 
been named as the Switched Bias Proportional Naviga- 
tion (SBPN) s n d  it can be regarded as a PN guidance 
law with time-varying navigation gain, due to the pres- 
ence of cos(7, - e)  term and with a switched bias term. 
This guidance law can also be viewed as a form of the 
Modified Proportional Navigation (MPN) proposed by 
Ha et al. [I] for the case of active homing, with the accel- 
eration estimate term in the MPN replaced by the S g n  
term. However, the main advantage of this guidance law 
over MPN is that it does not require any explicit target 
maneuver estimation. 

Besides the uncertainty regarding the target accelera- 
tion, there exist other unmodeled dynamics like missile 
velocity variations, neglected seeker and track loop dy- 
namics, etc. A way of coping wit,h these uncertainties is 
to determine their bounds and include them in the un- 
certainty bound parameter a,  which in the above deriva- 
tion represented the target acceleration bound alone. In 
general, it is often difficult to find exact bounds for each 
of these uncertainties. While a conservative bound may 
require excessive control effort in the reaching phase, an 
underestimated bound may violate the reaching condi- 
tion and in consequence can lead to loss of stability. 

In order to  resolve this problem, a is replaced with ir 
in ( 12) where & ( t )  is given by 

b(1) = a0 + a l l  ITeldc (13) 

where a0 and a1 are some positive numbers. 
A detailed derivation which leads to  the above can be 

found in [lo]. The main advantage of the above bound is 
that instead of using conservative estimates of a ,  which 
result in a large control effort, one can start with a less 
conservative estimate (YO, and can still maintain the at- 
tractivity of the switching surface, even in the case of an 
underestimated initial uncertainty bound, represented 
by a o ,  

With these modifications, the SBPN law assumes the 
final form : 

w 2 a -  h"pr 

where A'', p ,  a0 and a1 are some positive real numbers. 
The  simulation results in section V ,  provide some in- 

sights into the performance of this guidance law. 

IV Guidance Law 2 
In the previous section, the selection of S = b as a 
switching surface has resulted in a guidance law which 
is a variant of the PN law. One drawback with this 
specific choice of switching surface is that in the case 
of highly maneuvering targets and large initial heading 
errors, equation (14) requires large gains for the 0 tra- 
jectories to  reach and slide along the switching surface. 
Another limitation is that like the PN, the SBPN also 
does not directly take into account the effect of aerody- 
namic drag on the missile speed variation. These can be 
overcome by considering the alternative switching sur- 
face: 

The motivation for the selection of the above switch- 
ing surface can be explained as follows. Suppose that 
we are able to design a guidance law which will ensure 
the reaching condition and hence the system trajectories 
slide along the switching surface S, in the sliding mode 
steady state. Then S 5 0 implies that 

and if the guidance law can ensure r 7 0 during the 
reaching phase, then 0 will be driven to zero while closing 
in on-range. In other words, this choice of switching 
surface allows for a gradual decay of 8, rather than an 
instantaneous nulling. The first order switching surface 
partially compensates for the autopilot dynamics and 
the system delays, which are not explicitly modeled. 

The guidance law, which guarantees the sliding con- 
dition, can be derived along the same lines as in the 
previous section. In particular, with the choice of equa- 
tion .(7) as the Lyapunov function, the attractivity of 
the 8 trajectories to the switching surface S = 0 can be 
guar anteed by maintaining 

(17) S < -PS - D S g n ( S )  

where P and D are some positive numbers. I t  can be 
shown that the trajectory of S will reach the sliding 
surface S = 0 in a time t ,  less than l/Pln[(lS(O)I + 
D ) / D ] ,  where S(0) is the initial value of S at  time t = 0. 
Consider the following choice for Q c  : 
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Here the term f represents the effects of the missile 
vt.locity variation due to drag. By differentiating S with 
rcspect to, time,,substitutirig (18) for ci, and writing in 
terms of 0 and R we obtain : 

With the value of 11 selected as above, it can be shown 
that (17) is satisfied. 

The equation (18) can Ire regarded as a form of dy- 
namic feedback guidance law,  where the commanded ac- 
cc,lerat,ion rate becomes thc control variable. The name 
Switched Acceleration Rate (SWAR) guidance law is 
chosen for (18) to signify that the guidance command 
is t he acceleration rat,? and an acceleration dependent 
,h'gn() term is also present, in the expression. 

It, can be observed that the magnitude of the missile 
acceleration rate is a function of the induced drag coef- 
ficient, thereby requiring the missile to  accelerate slowly 
in t,he presence of large induced drag. The first two terms 
on the right, hand side of (18) are intended to null the 
LOS rate. The S g i i  term is added t,o compensate for the 
t,arget acceleration and jerk, while the last term takes 
int,o account the missile velocity variations. Note that 
under the assumptions of constant speed for the mis- 
sile, a non maneuvering target, and a small off-boresight 
angle launch. the above guidance law can be shown to 
reduce to the conventional PN. Alternatively, if we drop 
t,he aerodynamic drag and the missile acceleration terms 
from equation (18), it can be regarded as a special form 
of the SBPN, with the switching term in the latter being 
replaced by an integrated signum function of t,he LOS 
rat,e and its derivative. 

From the structure of the guidance law, it is clear 
that ,it requires knowledge of the acceleration terms R 
and 8.  Since these quantities in turn directly depend 
on the target acceleration and other system dynamics 
like the autopilot delays, it implies that  these effects are 
explicitly taken into account when one is using a,, as 
given by (18). Also, the dynamic nature of this guidance 
law makes the missile acceleration at  least first order 
continuous, thereby reducing the effect of chattering. 

However, a basic limitation of this approach is that  R 
and 0 are to be estimated, which increases the complex- 
ity associated with the implementation of this guidance 
law. In the next section, an estimation scheme, again 
based on SMC theory is proposed to  provide estimates 
of these quantities. 

V Sliding Mode Estimator 
, ?  I lit, engagement geometry, which describes the mis- 
>i lc  and t,argrt rplat,ivc st,ates, is inlierent,ly nonlinear. 
1l;irly of t l i c  convr~ntional schernc~ for the estimation of 

the missile-target relative states are based on the Ex- 
tended Kalman Filter (EKF). The robustness properties 
of these schemes are not well established. The sliding 
estimators, based on SMC theory, are inherently nonlin- 
ear and they offer robustness with respect to  unmodeled 
dynamics. In this section, an SMC based estimator is 
designed to  estimate the k and 8, and its perforniance 
investigated 

The  polar coorldinate frame is selected for the im- 
plementation of the estimator because, as stressed by 
C'loutier et al [7], the polar implementation produces a 
simpler and more accurate estimator than its cartesian 
counterpart. Mort.over, the application of SMC' theory 
is relatively less complicated in the caseef a linear mea- 
surement model. In this coordinate frame, the estimator 
state and nieaurement models can be represented as. 

x = f ( X , n t , c i t )  

y = H X t w  

where X = [r i. i; i e a, ci,,]' and 

and 

0, 

@8 

f =  

('21) 
( 2 2 )  

1 0 0 0 0 0 0  
l , r x [  0 0 0 1 0 0 0  1 0 0 0 0 0 1  

0 0 0 0 0 1 0  

wherp w is the additive measurement noise vector and 
< and wn are the missile autopilot damping ratio and 
natural frequency respectively. The  fu and gu terms 
in the above represent the contribution of aerodynamic 
drag. It is assumed here that the missile is equipped with 
both a passive gimballed seeker and an active Doppler 
serker The  measurement of LOS rate e .  is available 
from the passive seeker and the r,r,O are available from 
the active w > k e r  Further, i t  is assunned that the ~nissilr 
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is equipped with an accelerometer to measure the mis- 
sile acceleration, represented by a,. The measurement 
noises are assumed to be gaussian distributed, with zero 
mean and variances, as given in the next section on sim- 
ulation studies. 

Using the i ta te  space representation developed in the 
previous section, a nonlinear maneuver estimator has 
been developed. With the estimation errors as the 
switching surfaces, application of the SMC estimation 
theory, as described in Slotine et a1 [ll], results in the 
following estimator structure. 

x = f ( X )  + KI( j i )  + Ic,sgn(g) (25) 

In the above equation, the superscript "refers to  the es- 
timated states and -refers to the estimation error in the 
measured states, i.e. ij = y - y. K I  and K ,  are the gain 
matrices which are to  be determined. 

It is shown in [ l l ]  that, though the effect of adding 
a signum term to the estimator equations is to increase 
the effective bandwidth of the filter, the SMC based es- 
timator possesses the remarkable property of increasing 
the effective bandwidth without potentially increasing 
the noise sensitivity. This is particularly true at  high 
data  rates and low noise intensity, as brought out by 
simulation results presented in the next section. 

The above Sliding Mode state estimator is in the stan- 
dard Luenberger form, except for the additional nonlin- 
ear switching'terms. It is these terms which impart ro- 
bustness to  the estimator. The main difference between 
the Sliding Mode estimator and the EKF is that  the 
former explicitly takes into account the effec,t of distur- 
bances and compensates for them, while in the latter, 
the disturbances are accommodated in the form of pro- 
cess noise. This is the main reason for their superior 
performance over the conventional EKF based schemes. 

Since the linear gains I<I do not influence the sliding 
condition, they can be selec,ted rather independently to  
optimize the performance of the estimator. For example, 
they can be taken as the corresponding EKF gains. The 
nonlinear gain matrix A',, is however, to be chosen large 
enough to satisfy the sliding condition [ l l ] .  With this 
selection, the estimator assumes the form: 

x = f ( x )  + h ' I ( 6 )  + K,Sgn(G) (26) 

K~ = P H ~ R - '  (28) 

P = F ( i ) P  + P F ( i ) T  - P H T R - ' H P  + Q(27) 

w'here P is the covariance of the state estimation error 
and F is the Jacobian o f f  with respect to  the estimated 
state 3. I 

Once the gains are chosen to satisfy the requirement 
of the sliding condition, the sliding will be reached in a 
finite time and the approximate error dynamics on the 
sliding patch are governed by 

j j = O  (29) 

The performance of the above filter has been investi- 
gated in the in the following section. 

VI Simulation Results 
In this section, the performance of the two S M C  based 
guidance and estimation schemes are evaluated in the 
presence of maneuvering targets and other representa- 
tive engagement conditions. For the purpose of compar- 
ison, the following versions of PN and APN are employed 
in the simulation studies. 

Where, acpn and neap,, denote the commanded accelera- 
tions with PN and A P N  respectively. 

Before proceeding with the simulation studies, the 
structure of the guidance law (14) is slightly modified, 
mainly from implementation considerations. One of the 
underlying assumptions in the design of these guidance 
laws has been that the missile acceleration can be instan- 
taneously switched from one value to another, at will 
In practice, however because of various-system nonide- 
alities, switching of the control signal a t  a very fast rate 
will result in chattering of the control signal, which in 
turn h a y  excite the unmodeled high frequency dynam- 
ics. The chattering can be eliminated by replacing the 
discontinuous sgn( )  with a continuous approximation, 
like the high gain saturation function. In the present 
study, an approximation of the form (x/(IzI + 6) where, 
5 > 0 is a small real number, has been used instead 
of Sgn(r) .  Though, such a problem does not arise with 
SWAR, the Sgn() term in (18) is also modified similarly, 
mainly to make the acceleration profiles smoother in the 
presence of noise. 
Engagement scenarios : Two different engagement 
situations are considered for the purpose of simulation. 
In both the cases, the target is assumed to pull maximum 
acceleration throughout the engagement. These two en- 
gagements are identical in nature, except for the initial 
range considered. In the first case, the initial range to 
the target is assumed to  be 3&,,f and in the latter, it 
is 5&,j where R,,j = 1515.15mtrs. The short range 
engagement brings out the effectiveness of the guidance 
laws in the presence of maneuvering targets, whereas 
the long range enagement demonstrates the impact of 
the presence of aerodynamic drag. Table 1 gives the 
simulation data  used. A final separation of less than ten 
meters between the missile and the target is deemed to 
be interception, in the cases studied. 
Deterministic Studies : In this case, it is assumed 
that all quantities required for the implementation of 
the guidance laws are available without any nieasure- 
ment errors In particular, the exact value of target 
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acceleration needed for the A F "  and the k and e re- 
quired for the SWAR, are assumed to  be available. The 
cases that deal with the noisy measurements and where 
the above quantities are to be estimated, are presented 
in the sub section on stochastic studies. To impart real- 
ism t,o the studies. second order autopilot and first, order 
seeker dynamics are introduced. 

Figures 2 and 3 give the coiiimanded acceleration pro- 
tiles for t,he t,wo engagemelit situations. While the P?J 
requires excessive acceleration t,owards the end. the ac- 
celeration profiles of both the S B P N  arid SWAR show 
trends siiiiilar to the A P N .  Note that the initial value 
of the cominanded acceleration required in  SWAR has 
been set to the corresponding P N  value. 

Table 2 gives t,he final velocities and flight t,imes for 
the two engaffrments studied. In the long range rase, the 
F'N fails to iiit,ercept thr  target ( miss distarict. 317mtrs). 
The A PN has slightly higher values of missile velocity, 
while those of S B P N  and SWAR are almost the same. 

The LOS rate profiles, given in Figures 4 and 5 indi- 
cate that ,  while S B P N ,  SWAR and APN show a similar 
trend. those of PN exhibit a completely different) behav- 
ior. 

Frorn the switching surface time histories for SWAR, 
shown in Fig. 6, it can be ohserved that the system is 
drawn quickly to the sliding mode and it remains on it. 

The contribution of the different terrns on the right 
hand side of (18) to t,he commanded acceleration rate 
are shown in Fig. 7 .  The notation, 'Sgn' and ' a m ' ,  used 
in Fig. 7 indicates the contributions of the modified S g n  
and the a, t,erms in (18) to  the commanded acce1ere.- 
tion rate. From this figure, it may be inferred that ,  the 
contribution of the missile acceleration term to the com- 
manded acceleration steadily decreases and the LOS rate 
terms remain the major contributors. Perhaps, this ac- 
counts for the marginal performance improvement seen 
of SWAR over SBPN, eventhough, the latter explicitly 
t,akes into acc'ount the effect of aerodynamic drag. 
Stochastic Studies The performance of the guid- 
ance laws and the sliding mode estimator scheme pro- 
posed has been investigated for the short range engage- 
ment c.ase,,.with the simulation data  given in Table 1. 
From the R and 0 estimate profiles, shown in Figures 
8 and 9, it can be observed that the Sgii terms in the 
SMC estimator indeed give rise to  improved estimates 
of these quantities. The noisy nature of the estimates 
can be attributed to  the rather non-optimal selection of 
the parameters involved. The performance of both the 
EKF and the SMC.' based estimators can be further im- 
proved by proper tuning of their respective parameters. 
Nonetheless, these results are indicative of the perfor- 
rriance of the SMC' basrd estimation scheme. 

Figure 10 shows tlie cornniiinded acceleration profiles 
f u r  the PN, SRPN and S W A K  schemes. The AF'N is 
orriit,trd froiti this coiripariso~r I)rcarisc of t,lir n~navai l -  

ability of the target acceleration estimate. From this 
figure, i t  can  be observed that while there IS general 
degradation in the performance of all the three schemes, 
the SWAR acceleration profiles are relatively less noisy 
and also reqiiire less acceleration These results clearly 
provide a pointer to the robustness of the SM(' based 
guidance schemes over the PN, in the presence of ma- 
neuvering targets and missile velocity reduction due to 
aerodyiianiic drag 

VI1 Conclusions 
Two new guidance laws for short rang? homing mis- 

siles kased on Sliding Mode ('ontrol theory are presented 
and their performance IS investigated in the presence of 
target nianeuvers and aerodynamic drag. The simula- 
tion results presented clearly bring out the superior per- 
formance features of these guidance laws over P N .  
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Fig. 8 Estimate Profiles 
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